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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE 2+1 FERMIONIC TRIMER
WITH CONTACT INTERACTIONS
SIMON BECKER, ALESSANDRO MICHELANGELI, AND ANDREA OTTOLINI
Abstract. We qualify the main features of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian of
point interaction for a three-dimensional quantum system consisting of three
point-like particles, two identical fermions, plus a third particle of different
species, with two-body interaction of zero range. For arbitrary magnitude of
the interaction, and arbitrary value of the mass parameter (the ratio between
the mass of the third particle and that of each fermion) above the stability
threshold, we identify the essential spectrum, localise the discrete spectrum
and prove its finiteness, qualify the angular symmetry of the eigenfunctions,
and prove the increasing monotonicity of the eigenvalues with respect to the
mass parameter. We also demonstrate the existence or absence of bound states
in the physically relevant regimes of masses.
1. Introduction
In this work we consider the three-dimensional quantum system consisting of
three point-like particles, two identical fermions, plus a third particle of different
species and mass ratio m with respect to the mass of the fermions, where the inter-
particle interaction has exactly zero range. Customarily one refers to this system
as the 2+1 fermionic trimer with ‘contact interaction’; in the special case where
the interaction has infinite scattering length one speaks of a 2+1 fermionic trimer
‘at unitarity’. In practice, because of the exclusion principle, the interaction is only
present between each fermion and the third particle.
For the Hamiltonian that models this system we consider the so-called maximal
Ter-Martirosyan–Skornyakov realisation Hα, for given interaction scattering length
α´1 (in suitable units) and mass parameter m ą m˚, the critical threshold for
stability (m˚ „ p13.607q´1). The Hamiltonian Hα, whose precise construction will
be recalled in Section 2, is a self-adjoint operator on the internal Hilbert space
(1.1) H :“ L2f pR3 ˆ R3,dx1dx2q ,
where xj is the three-dimensional relative variable of the j-th fermion and the third
particle and the subscript ‘f’ stands for the fermionic subspace of the corresponding
L2-space, namely the square-integrable functions ψpx1, x2q that are anti-symmetric
under exchange x1 Ø x2 – of course the total Hilbert space is given by tensoring
H itself with another copy of L2pR3q corresponding to the centre-of-mass degree of
freedom. The elements ψ of the domain of Hα are qualified by a boundary condition
that informally reads
(1.2) ψpx1, x2q „ ξpx1q
´ 1
|x2| ` α
¯
as x2 Ñ 0
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2 S. BECKER, A. MICHELANGELI, AND A. OTTOLINI
for some ξ that we are going to specify later, which is a typical Bethe-Peierls contact
condition [1, 2], that is, the asymptotics for the low-energy quantum scattering
through an interaction only supported at the origin and s-wave scattering length
equal to ´p4piαq´1.
The study of this and similar few-body systems with contact interaction has a
long history and a wide literature throughout the last eight decades – a concise
retrospective may be found in [16, Section 2]. Recent progress in cold atom physics
made the subject topical, thanks to the possibility of tuning the effective scattering
length by means of a magnetically induced Feshbach resonance [28, Section 5.4.2],
thus making the zero-range idealisation particularly realistic, above all at unitarity
[3, 4]. The 2+1 fermionic system is an actual building block for hetheronuclear
mixtures with inter-species contact interaction – see [17, Section 1] for an outlook.
Mathematically, the correct implementation of the ‘physical’ condition (1.2), so
as to identify a well-defined self-adjoint Hamiltonian, is a problem originally set up
by Minlos and Faddeev [26, 25], which required a long time to be fully understood
and solved – and in fact is still open for other fundamental configurations of the type
N `M (N identical fermions of one type and M of another type with inter-species
contact interaction).
For the 2+1 fermionic model of interest, the rigorous construction of the Hamil-
tonian Hα for m ą m˚, together with the precise determination of m˚ and the
proof of the self-adjointness and the semi-boundedness from below of Hα, was done
in the work [5] by Correggi, Dell’Antonio, Finco, Michelangeli, and Teta, by means
of quadratic form techniques for contact interactions [32, 9]. A previous thorough
investigation by Minlos [19, 22, 24, 23] and Minlos and Shermatov [27], based in-
stead on the Kre˘ın-Viˇsik-Birman self-adjoint extension theory [10], had the virtue of
showing that associated with the boundary condition (1.2), and depending whether
m is large or small, there is only one or an infinity of distinct self-adjoint realisa-
tions – the Hamiltonians ‘Ter-Martirosyan–Skornyakov’ type for the 2+1 system
– however with a flaw in the treatment of the so-called ‘space of charges’, as was
later found by Michelangeli and Ottolini in [16]. The identification of Hα as the
highest (Friedrichs-type) among all the Ter-Martirosyan–Skornyakov self-adjoint
Hamiltonians was finally made by Michelangeli and Ottolini in [15].
In this work we continue the investigation of the Hamiltonian Hα by qualifying a
number of key features of its spectrum. In the physics literature, where the contact
condition (1.2) is typically implemented at a formal level, that is, ignoring the
precise domain issues and the well-posedness of the operator, it nevertheless gives
rise to manageable numerical schemes for the computation of ground state energy
and higher eigenvalues [13, 8, 14, 12]. There is no analogue at a rigorous level,
except for the work [18] by Michelangeli and Schmidbauer, where the numerical
computation of the ground state energy of Hα was set up on the eigenvalue problem
emerging from the rigorous definition of Hα.
Informally speaking, the main findings of the present work are: we determine
exactly the essential spectrum of Hα and its bottom, which is zero for repulsive
interaction (α > 0) and strictly negative for attractive interactions (α ă 0); we
localise a non-trivial energy window that contains entirely the discrete spectrum of
Hα; we prove that the discrete spectrum, when it is non-empty, consists of finitely
many eigenvalues; we prove that Hα does admit eigenvalues below the essential
spectrum in a physically relevant regime of masses m; and we prove that such
negative eigenvalues are monotone increasing with m.
The precise setting for the 2+1 model, the rigorous formulation of our results,
and their general discussion is presented in Section 2. The subsequent Sections
contain the proofs and an amount of material needed from the previous literature.
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Notation. Besides an amount of standard notation, we shall denote by DpHq,
resp., DrHs, the operator domain, resp., the form domain of a self-adjoint operator
H on Hilbert space; we shall denote with á the Hilbert space weak convergence;
we shall omit for compactness the ‘almost everywhere’ specification for pointwise
identities between functions in Lebesgue spaces; we shall denote by 1, resp., by
O, the identity and the null operator on any of the considered Hilbert spaces;
we shall indicate the Fourier transform by pφ or Fφ with the convention pφppq “
p2piq´ d2 şRd e´ipxφpxqdx; we shall denote sequences by pφnqn; we shall use u, resp.,‘, for the direct sum, resp., the direct orthogonal sum; we shall write A . B for
A 6 const. B when the constant does not depend on the other relevant parameters
or variables of both sides of the inequality; for x P Rd we shall write xxy :“ p1`x2q 12 .
2. Setting and main results
Acting on the Hilbert space H “ L2f pR3 ˆ R3,dx1dx2q, let us introduce the
self-adjoint operator Hα, for given α P RY t8u – here we follow closely [5, 16, 15].
Let us observe, preliminarily, that after removing the centre of mass, the free
Hamiltonian of a three-dimensional system of two identical fermions of unit mass
in relative positions x1, x2 with respect to a third particle of different species and
with mass m is the operator
(2.1) Hfree :“ ´∆x1 ´∆x2 ´ 2m`1 ∇x1 ¨∇x2
acting on H with domain of self-adjointness consisting of the H2-functions in H.
(The three-body free Hamiltonian H2`1 in the coordinates px1, x2, xcmq, where xcm
is the centre-of-mass variable, acts as H2`1 “ 1`m2m Hfree ´ 12pm`2q∆xcm .)
We set for convenience
(2.2) µ :“ 2
m` 1 , ν :“
mpm` 2q
pm` 1q2 “ 1´
µ2
4
,
and for arbitrary λ ą 0 we consider the linear map ξ ÞÑ Tλξ defined by
(2.3) {pTλ ξqppq :“ 2pi2aνp2 ` λ pξppq ` ż
R3
pξpqq
p2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ dq , p P R
3 .
One can see (see Proposition 7.5 in the following) that Tλ maps continuouslyH
spR3q
into Hs´1pR3q for any s P p´ 12 , 32 q: we shall refer to it as the ‘charge operator ’.
Moreover, for any ξ P H´ 12 pR3q and λ ą 0 we define
(2.4) xuλξ pp1, p2q :“ pξpp1q ´ pξpp2qp21 ` p22 ` µ p1 ¨ p2 ` λ , p1, p2 P R3 .
One can also see [15, Prop. 1] that uλξ P H and uλξ “ uλη ñ ξ “ η.
In this context we shall refer to H´ 12 pR3q and to the ξ’s in H´ 12 pR3q as, respec-
tively, the ‘space of charges’ and the ‘charges’ for the system under consideration.
This jargon dates back from [7] and is chosen in analogy with electrostatics: indeed,
(2.4) implies that, distributionally,`p´∆x1 ´∆x2 ´ 2m`1 ∇x1 ¨∇x2 ` λquλξ ˘px1, x2q “
“ p2piq 32 `ξpx1qδpx2q ´ ξpx2qδpx1q˘ ,
thus uλξ can be considered as the analogue of an electrostatic potential generated
by the charge distribution ξ.
Next, we introduce the threshold mass m˚ « p13.607q´1 as the unique root of
Λpmq “ 1, where
(2.5) Λpmq :“ 2pi pm` 1q2
´ 1a
mpm` 2q ´ arcsin
1
m` 1
¯
.
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Indeed, p0,`8q Q m ÞÑ Λpmq is a positive, smooth, monotone decreasing function
with range p0,`8q. It is often referred to as the ‘Efimov transcendental function’.
The operator Hα is then defined for m ą m˚ as follows: its domain is
DpHαq :“
$&% g “ Fλ ` uλξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ F
λ P H2f pR3 ˆ R3q ,
ξ P H 12 pR3q , pTλ ` α1qξ P H 12 pR3q ,
plus the boundary conditions ptms1q
,.-
ptms1q
ż
R3
xFλpp1, p2qdp2 “ `pTλ ` αq ξ p˘ pp1q ,
(2.6)
and its action is
pHα ` λ1q g :“ pHfree ` λ1qFλ
“ `´∆x1 ´∆x2 ´ 2m`1∇x1 ¨∇x2 ` λ˘Fλ .(2.7)
It is worth remarking that the decomposition (2.6) of the domain of Hα depends
on the chosen λ ą 0, but the domain itself, and the operator action, does not
(Section 3). In fact, λ represents a fictitious artefact that pops up ubiquitously for
the mere reason that it is much more manageable to construct the shifted operator
Hα ` λ1 and to study its properties [5, 16, 15], from which one infers at once the
analogous picture for Hα itself. On the other hand, it is important to remember
that for each chosen m ą m˚ formulas (2.6)-(2.7) define a different operator Hα,
even if in our notation we do not carry over the explicit dependence on m.
Let us comment on the relevance of the operator Hα for the 2+1 fermionic system
with contact interaction. Let us consider the restriction of Hfree to functions that
vanish in the vicinity of the ‘coincidence hyperplanes’ Γ1 and Γ2, where
(2.8) Γj :“ tpx1, x2q P R3 ˆ R3 |xj “ 0u , j P t1, 2u .
More precisely, let us consider the operator
H˚ :“ ´∆x1 ´∆x2 ´ 2m`1 ∇x1 ¨∇x2
DpH˚q :“ H20 ppR3 ˆ R3qzpΓ1 Y Γ2qq XH
(2.9)
on H. (We recall that
H20 ppR3 ˆ R3qzpΓ1 Y Γ2qq “ C80 ppR3 ˆ R3qzpΓ1 Y Γ2qq
} }H2 ,
which is the space used in (2.9).) It can be easily seen that H˚ is densely defined,
closed, positive, and symmetric on H. It fails to be self-adjoint (in fact, it has
infinite deficiency indices), but it admits self-adjoint extensions, for it is semi-
bounded from below. These are restrictions of the adjoint H˚˚, and in fact the
functions of the form (2.4) can be proved to span kerpH˚˚ ` λ1q, thus
(2.10) H˚˚uλξ “ ´λuλξ .
Each such extension is a legitimate Hamiltonian for the 2+1 interacting system,
with an interaction that then is only supported at the coincidence hyperplanes.
The latter circumstance is precisely what happens for Hα. Let us indeed recall
the following known properties.
Theorem 2.1. Let m ą m˚.
(i) Hα is self-adjoint on H.
(ii) Hα is semi-bounded from below, with
(2.11)
Hα > O if α > 0
Hα > ´ α24pi4p1´Λpmq2q 1 if α ă 0 .
(iii) Hα is an extension of H˚.
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Theorem 2.1 was established first in [5] by means of the quadratic form theory,
and later in [15], by means of the Kre˘ın-Viˇsik-Birman self-adjoint extension theory,
in either case under the operational restriction that when α ă 0 the parameter λ
in formulas (2.6)-(2.7) must be taken sufficiently large, more precisely λ ą λ0 with
λ0 :“ 2|α|
4pi2p1´ Λpmqq
(see [5, Prop. 3.1] and [15, Prop. 6]). Since for the present discussion the full
arbitrariness of λ is crucial, and to our knowledge it was never shown in the previous
literature that the restriction to λ ą λ0 can be by-passed, we give evidence of this
fact in Section 3. Thus from now on we can indeed consider the definition of Hα
and the properties of Theorem 2.1 valid irrespectively of the chosen λ ą 0.
We observe that (2.11) only provides a (non optimal) lower bound to Hα when
α ă 0. In fact, the lower bound determined in [5] was slightly less efficient and had
the form
(2.12) Hα > ´ α24pi4p1´Λpmqq2 1 pα ă 0q .
A more careful analysis shows that in fact (2.12) can be ameliorated to (2.11). We
discuss this in Section 4.
Hα displays one more fundamental property that makes it a most natural Hamil-
tonian of contact interaction for the 2+1 fermionic system. It is encoded in the
boundary condition ptms1q of (2.6). This is an identity in H 12 pR3q linking the ‘reg-
ular’ H2-part Fλ of g P DpHαq with the ‘singular’ part uλξ of g. It can be better
understood if one recalls [16, Lemma 4] that
(2.13)
ż
p2PR3
|p2|ăR
xuλξ pp1, p2qdp2 “ 4pipξpp1qR´{pTλ ξqpp1q ` op1q as RÑ `8 ;
then, combining (2.13) with (2.6) yields the following.
Proposition 2.2. Let m ą m˚. Let g P DpHαq and let ξ be the correspond-
ing charge of g, according to the decomposition (2.6). Then g satisfies the ‘Ter-
Martirosyan–Skornyakov condition’
(tms)
ż
p2PR3
|p2|ăR
pgpp1, p2qdp2 “ p4piR` αq pξpp1q ` op1q as RÑ `8 .
The boundary condition (tms) (together with its mirror version when p1 Ø p2,
using the anti-symmetry of g) is the Fourier transform counterpart of the Bethe-
Peierls contact condition (1.2). It is an ultra-violet asymptotics when each fermion
comes on top of the third particle. Analogously to (1.2), as recognised for the
first time by Ter-Martirosyan and Skornyakov in [31], it encodes the presence of an
interaction active only for the coincidence configurations and with s-wave scattering
length ´p4piαq´1.
The fact that Hα is a self-adjoint extension of H˚ and models an interaction
supported on the hyperplanes Γ1 and Γ2 which satisfies the physically meaningful
asymptotics (tms) makes Hα the natural Hamiltonian of contact interaction for
the 2+1 fermionic trimer.
For completeness, let us include the quadratic form of the operator Hα, which
is given by
DrHαs “
 
g “ Fλ ` uλξ
ˇˇ
Fλ P H1f pR3 ˆ R3q, ξ P H 12 pR3q
(
HαrFλ ` uλξ s “ λ}Fλ}2H ´ λ}Fλ ` uλξ }2H `HfreerFλs
` 2
ż
R3
pξppq `{pTλξqppq ` α pξppq˘ dp .(2.14)
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From all the above considerations it is also clear that Hα“8 is the self-adjoint
free Hamiltonian with domain the H2-functions of H: in this case, the interaction
is absent.
Before proceeding with the goal of our investigation and our main results, let
us quickly mention the following general problem, for a thorough discussion of
which we refer to [6, 16, 15] and the references therein. Out of the vast variety
of self-adjoint extensions of H˚, each of which is interpreted as a Hamiltonian of
contact interaction, the physical boundary condition (tms) selects uniquely Hα for
sufficiently large m, whereas it selects an infinite sub-family of extensions, all of
Ter-Martirosyan–Skornyakov type, when m is sufficiently small (and above m˚, in
the present discussion). In fact, the very meaning of (tms) as a condition of self-
adjointness need be made precise, for (tms) is only a point-wise asymptotics, as
opposite to the functional identity ptms1q of (2.6): this point of view is developed
in [16, 15], where the appropriate set of functional conditions of self-adjointness
of Ter-Martirosyan–Skornyakov type is discussed. When an infinite multiplicity of
TMS extensions arises, the present operator Hα turns out to be the highest, in the
sense of ordering of self-adjoint operators, all other extensions being qualified by
additional asymptotics, hence additional physics, at the triple coincidence point of
the trimer. The study of the other TMS extensions is at a relatively early stage
and in this work we only consider Hα. The non-TMS extensions are in a sense non-
physical, as they correspond to non-local boundary conditions: for them there is
a natural classification in therms of the Kre˘ın-Viˇsik-Birman extension theory (see,
e.g., [15, Eq. (39)-(40)].
Let us present now the main results of this work. As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, we qualify an amount of spectral properties for the Hamiltonian Hα.
First, we identify the essential spectrum and we localise a region containing the
whole discrete spectrum. The picture changes from the case of repulsive interaction
(α ą 0) or unitarity (α “ 0) to the case of attractive interaction (α ă 0).
Theorem 2.3 (Essential spectrum). Let m ą m˚. The essential spectrum of Hα
is the set
(2.15)
σesspHαq “ r0,`8q if α > 0
σesspHαq “ r´ α24pi4 ,`8q if α ă 0 .
As a consequence of this and of Theorem 2.1(ii),
(2.16)
σdiscpHαq “ H if α > 0
σdiscpHαq Ă r´ α24pi4p1´Λpmq2q ,´ α
2
4pi4 q if α ă 0 .
Next, we show that even when the discrete spectrum is not a priori empty, it
can only consist of finitely many eigenvalues. This excludes the accumulation of
eigenvalues to the bottom of the essential spectrum, a spectral feature that for
three-body interacting systems is also known as the Efimov effect [3, 29].
Theorem 2.4 (Finiteness of the discrete spectrum). Let m ą m˚ and α ă 0. Then
σdiscpHαq consists of only finitely many eigenvalues (each of which has of course
finite multiplicity).
That the portion of discrete spectrum below´ α24pi4 is finite and that inf σesspHαq “
´ α24pi4 when α ă 0 was recently proved by Yoshitomi [33] only for very large masses.
Our Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 are valid for arbitrary mass parameter above the thresh-
old m˚.
We then move to the question of the existence of bound states for Hα for an
attractive contact interaction (α ă 0).
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In a previous work by one of us in collaboration with Schmidbauer [18] the
eigenvalue problem for Hα was turned into an equivalent eigenvalue problem for a
radial bounded operator whose much more manageable numerical diagonalisability
gave evidence that Hα admits a ground state for any value m P pm˚,m˚˚q of the
mass parameter. The threshold m˚ « p13.607q´1 is the one introduced in (2.5).
The threshold m˚˚ « p8.62q´1, that is implicitly given by the exact formula (10.8),
appears to have a central relevance in the family of Ter-Martirosyan-Skornyakov
Hamiltonians of contact interaction for the 2+1 fermionic trimer: it is indeed the
threshold that is expected to discriminate between the presence of a unique TMS
Hamiltonian (m ą m˚˚) and an infinite multiplicity of TMS Hamiltonians (m ă
m˚˚) [6, 15].
Our next result proves that in a slightly larger mass regime, m P pm˚,m‹q, there
exist indeed bound states below the bottom of the essential spectrum. In addition,
we prove that the corresponding eigenfunction is of the form uλξ where the charge
ξ carries a specific angular symmetry, and we also prove that there are no bound
states for sufficiently large masses.
Theorem 2.5 (Existence and non-existence of eigenvalues). Let α ă 0.
(i) All eigenvalues ´E of Hα below inf σesspHαq have eigenfunctions of the
form uEξ defined in (2.4), where the charge ξ belongs to the eigenspace of
angular momentum quantum number ` “ 1.
(ii) Hα has eigenvalues below inf σesspHαq for any value m P pm˚,m‹q of the
mass parameter, the threshold m‹ « p8.587q´1 being defined in (10.6) and
satisfying m‹ ą m˚˚.
(iii) There exists a mass M‹ 6 p2.617q´1 such that when m ą M‹ the operator
Hα has no eigenvalues below inf σesspHαq.
Our last result concerns the behaviour of the eigenvalues in the discrete spectrum
of Hα in terms of the mass parameter m. The analytical/numerical discussion of
the above-mentioned work [18] showed that the ground state of Hα is monotone
increasing in m. Here we establish the following.
Theorem 2.6 (Monotonicity of eigenvalues). Let m ą m˚ and α ă 0. The eigen-
values of Hα below inf σesspHαq are strictly monotone increasing in the mass pa-
rameter m.
Let us conclude by remarking that our findings, based on the rigorous model for
Hα presented in this Section, are consistent with the numerical and experimental
evidence of the physical literature on the binding properties of the 2+1 fermionic
trimer – see, e.g., [13, Sec. 2-3], [8, Sec. 3], as well as the above-mentioned works
[3, 29, 4, 14, 12], based on very similar, yet only formal models.
3. Arbitrariness of the parameter λ ą 0
As announced in Section 2, let us show here that the definition (2.6)-(2.7) of
the operator Hα, as well as the definition (2.14) of the quadratic form of Hα, are
independent of λ, and hence that Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 that we recalled
from the previous literature, as well as our new results, are all valid irrespective of
the auxiliary parameter λ chosen in the definition.
Let us start with the operator’s definition.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that the operator Hα is only defined by (2.6)-(2.7) for a given
λ ą 0. Then Hα satisfies (2.6)-(2.7) for any other λ1 ą 0.
Proof. Let us decompose a generic g P DpHαq as g “ Fλ ` uλξ according to (2.6).
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Now for another λ1 ą 0 let
Fλ
1
:“ Fλ ` uλξ ´ uλ
1
ξ ,
where functions of the form uξ are defined in (2.4). Since u
λ
ξ ´ uλ
1
ξ P H2f pR3 ˆR3q,
Fλ
1
too belongs to H2f pR3 ˆ R3q. Thus, the identity
g “ Fλ ` uλξ “ Fλ
1 ` uλ1ξ
shows that the decomposition of g into a regular part in H2f pR3ˆR3q and a singular
part of the type uξ is valid also for λ
1.
It remains to show that for the new parameter λ1 both the condition pTλ1`α1qξ P
H
1
2 pR3q and the boundary condition (tms1q of (2.6) are preserved. Concerning the
former, we observe from (2.3) that
pTλ ´ Tλ1qξ “ Qξ `Rξ
wherezpQξqppq :“ 2pi2`aνp2 ` λ´aνp2 ` λ1˘ pξppq
“ pλ´ λ1q 2pi
2a
νp2 ` λ`aνp2 ` λ1 pξppq
zpRξqppq :“ pλ1 ´ λq ż
R3
pξpqq
pp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λqpp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ1q dq .
Since Q is the Fourier multiplier by a bounded function, one has }Qξ}
H
1
2
. }ξ}
H
1
2
.
Moreover, using Ho¨lder’s inequality,
‖Rξ‖2
H
1
2 pR3q “
››xpy 12 xRξ ››2
2
6 ‖ξ‖2
H
1
2
pλ´ λ1q2
ĳ
R6
xpy
xqypp2 ` q2 ` µpq ` λq2pp2 ` q2 ` µpq ` λ1q2 dq dp
and the latter integral is finite. This shows that pTλ´Tλ1qξ P H 12 pR3q, whence also
pTλ1 ` α1qξ P H 12 pR3q.
Last, concerning the boundary condition ptms1q, one hasż
R3
yFλ1pp1, p2qdp2 “ ż
R3
´xFλpp1, p2q `xuλξ pp1, p2q ´ xuλ1ξ pp1, p2q¯dp2
“ {pTλξqpp1q ` α pξpp1q ` ` {pTλ1ξqpp1q ´{pTλξqpp1q ˘
“ {pTλ1ξqpp1q ` α pξpp1q
where we applied ptms1q to Fλ and the asymptotics (2.13) in the second identity.
Therefore, ptms1q is preserved.
The conclusion is that the overall decomposition (2.6) of DpHαq is invariant
under the change of λ, for arbitrary λ ą 0. 
Let us prove now, through an analogous, yet independent argument, that the
quadratic form too for Hα is given by (2.14) for arbitrary shift parameter.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that the quadratic form Hα is only defined by (2.14) for a
given λ ą 0. Then the form Hα satisfies (2.14) for any other λ1 ą 0.
Proof. Let us decompose a generic g P DrHαs as g “ Fλ ` uλξ according to (2.14).
For another λ1 ą 0 let
Fλ
1
:“ Fλ ` uλξ ´ uλ
1
ξ .
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Since uλξ ´ uλ
1
ξ P H2f pR3 ˆ R3q, then Fλ
1 P H1f pR3 ˆ R3q. Thus, the identity
(i) g “ Fλ ` uλξ “ Fλ
1 ` uλ1ξ
shows that the decomposition of g into a regular part in H1f pR3ˆR3q and a singular
part of the type uξ is valid also for λ
1.
It remains to prove that the evaluation of Hαrgs is the same both with the
λ-decomposition and with the λ1-decomposition of g. Explicitly, from (2.14) one
has
HαrFλ1 ` uλ1ξ s “ HαrFλ ` uλξ s
“ λ}Fλ1}2H ´ λ}Fλ
1 ` uλ1ξ }2H `HfreerFλ
1s ` 2xξ, pTλ1 ` α1qξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
`Kαrgs ,
where
Kαrgs :“ λ}Fλ}2H ´ λ1}Fλ
1}2H ´ λ}Fλ ` uλξ }2H ` λ1}Fλ
1 ` uλ1ξ }2H
`HfreerFλs ´HfreerFλ1s ` 2xξ, pTλ ´ Tλ1qξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
,
(ii)
and we need to prove that Kαrgs “ 0.
We re-write the first line in the r.h.s. above as
λ}Fλ}2H ´ λ1}Fλ
1}2H ´ λ}Fλ ` uλξ }2H ` λ1}Fλ
1 ` uλ1ξ }2H
“ xFλ1 , λ1uλ1ξ yH ` xλ1uλ
1
ξ , F
λ1yH ` λ1}uλ1ξ }2H
´ xFλ, λuλξ yH ´ xλuλξ , FλyH ´ λ}uλξ }2H .
(iii)
Moreover,
HfreerFλs ´HfreerFλ1s “ xH
1
2
freeF
λ, H
1
2
freeF
λyH ´ xH
1
2
freeF
λ1 , H
1
2
freeF
λ1yH
“ xH 12freepFλ ´ Fλ
1q, H 12freeFλyH ´ xH
1
2
freeF
λ1 , H
1
2
freepFλ ´ Fλ
1qyH .
One has
xH 12freepFλ ´ Fλ
1q, H 12freeFλyH “ xH
1
2
freepuλ
1
ξ ´ uλξ q, H
1
2
freeF
λyH
“ xHfreepuλ1ξ ´ uλξ q, FλyH
“ xH˚˚puλ1ξ ´ uλξ q, FλyH
“ xpλuλξ ´ λ1uλ
1
ξ q, FλyH ,
having used (i) for the first identity, the fact that uλξ´uλ
1
ξ P H2f pR3ˆR3q “ DpHfreeq
for the second identity, the inclusion H˚ Ă Hfree Ă H˚˚ for the third identity, and
the property (2.10) for the last identity. Analogously,
xH 12freeFλ
1
, H
1
2
freepFλ ´ Fλ
1qyH “ xFλ, pλuλξ ´ λ1uλ
1
ξ qyH ,
whence
(iv) HfreerFλs ´HfreerFλ1s “ xpλuλξ ´ λ1uλ
1
ξ q, FλyH ´ xFλ, pλuλξ ´ λ1uλ
1
ξ qyH .
Now, plugging (iii) and (iv) into (ii) yields
Kαrgs ´ 2xξ, pTλ ´ Tλ1qξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
“
“ xpFλ1 ´ Fλq, λuλξ yH ` xλ1uλ
1
ξ , pFλ
1 ´ FλqyH ´ λ}uλξ }2H ` λ1}uλ
1
ξ }2H
“ xpuλξ ´ uλ
1
ξ q, λuλξ yH ` xλ1uλ
1
ξ , puλξ ´ uλ
1
ξ qyH ´ λ}uλξ }2H ` λ1}uλ
1
ξ }2H ,
having used again (i) in the last identity above, whence
(v) Kαrgs “ 2xξ, pTλ ´ Tλ1qξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
´ pλ´ λ1qxuλ1ξ , uλξ yH .
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Next, for the vanishing of (v), using the computations made in the proof of
Lemma 3.1, we have
xξ,pTλ ´ Tλ1qξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
“ pλ´ λ1q
ż
R3
dp pξppq´ 2pi2 pξppqa
νp2 ` λ`aνp2 ` λ1 ´
´
ż
R3
dq
pξpqq
pp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λqpp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ1q
¯
.
(vi)
On the other hand, through analogous computations, one has
xuλ1ξ , uλξ yH “
ĳ
R3ˆR3
pξppq ´ pξpqq
p2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ1
pξppq ´ pξpqq
p2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ dpdq
“ 2
ĳ
R3ˆR3
pξppq pξppq ´ pξppq pξpqq
pp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λqpp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ1q dp dq
“ 2
ż
R3
dp pξppq´ 2pi2 pξppqa
νp2 ` λ`aνp2 ` λ1 ´
´
ż
R3
dq
pξpqq
pp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λqpp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ1q
¯
,
(vii)
where we used the symmetry under exchange p Ø q in the second step and we
computed an explicit integration in dq in the last step. Plugging (vi) and (vii) into
(v) proves indeed that Kαrgs “ 0, which completes the proof. 
4. Improved lower bound for Hα
In this Section we show how, based on the findings of [5], the lower bound
determined therein for the operator Hα when α ă 0, that is, the estimate (2.12),
can be improved to the actual lower bound reported in Theorem 2.1(ii), estimate
(2.11).
In either case the lower bound is far from optimal (and diverges when m Ó
m˚), since it is obtained by merely requiring that in the expression (2.14) for the
quadratic form HαrFλ ` uλξ s the auxiliary parameter λ is chosen sufficiently large,
say, λ > λ6, so as to guarantee the positivity of the form of the charges,
(4.1)
ż
R3
pξppq `{pTλξqppq ` α pξppq˘ dp > 0 pλ > λ6q .
When this is the case, (2.14) and (4.1) imply at once the lower bound
(4.2) HαrFλ ` uλξ s > ´λ6 }Fλ ` uλξ }2H .
The detailed analysis made in [5] of Tλ, as an operator on L
2pR3q, shows thatż
R3
pξppq{pTλξqppqdp > 2pi2p1´ Λpmqqż
R3
b
m
m`1p2 ` λ |pξppq|2 dp
> 2pi2
ż
R3
a
ν p2 ` λ |pξppq|2 dp´ 2pi2Λpmq?νż
R3
|p| |pξppq|2 dp(4.3)
(the first inequality above comes from [5, Eq. (3.51)]). Considering only the first
inequality in (4.3), and requiring that 2pi2p1 ´ Λpmqq?λ > |α|, implies (4.1)-(4.2)
precisely in the form of the lower bound (2.12) available in the literature.
Instead, considering the second inequality in (4.3), one hasż
R3
pξppq `{pTλξqppq ` α pξppq˘ dp > ż
R3
fp|p|q |pξppq|2 dp
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with
fpρq :“ 2pi2aνρ2 ` λ´ 2pi2ρΛpmq?ν ´ |α| .
It is easy to see that fpρq attains its minimum at ρ “ ρ0 :“
b
λ
ν
Λpmq?
1´Λpmq2 and
fpρq > fpρ0q “ 2pi2
?
λ
a
1´ Λpmq2 ´ |α| .
Thus, fpρ0q > 0 for λ > λ6 :“ α24pi4 11´Λpmq2 . This implies (4.1)-(4.2) for such λ6,
whence indeed the ameliorated lower bound (2.11).
5. Angular decomposition
The preparatory material of this Section is an adaptation of the analysis devel-
oped by one of us in [5] in collaboration with Dell’Antonio, Correggi, Finco, and
Teta, and concerns the reduction of the operator Tλ with respect to the canonical
decomposition
(5.1) L2pR3q –
8à
`“0
L2`pR3q , L2`pR3q – L2pR`, r2 drq b spantY`,´`, . . . , Y`,`u
into subspaces of definite angular symmetry (here the Y`,M ’s are the spherical har-
monics on S2). The useful notation
(5.2) Hs`pR3q :“
à
even `
Hs` pR3q , Hs´pR3q :“
à
odd `
Hs` pR3q
will be also used in the following. We refer to [5, Sec. 3] for the details.
A generic ξ P H 12 pR3q is decomposed with respect to (5.1) and with polar coor-
dinates p ” |p|Ωp P R3 as
(5.3) pξppq “ 8ÿ
`“0
ÿ`
M“´`
f`,M p|p|qY`,M pΩpq
for some f`,M P L2pR`, r2
?
r2 ` 1 drq. The operator Tλ commutes with the angular
momentum operator, therefore its expectation on ξ can be decomposed as
(5.4) xξ, Tλξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
“
8ÿ
`“0
ÿ`
M“´`
´
Φλrf`,M s `Ψλ,`rf`,M s
¯
,
where
Φλrf s :“ 2pi2
ż `8
0
dr r2
a
νr2 ` λ |fprq|2
Ψλ,`rf s :“ 2pi
ż `8
0
dr
ż `8
0
dr1 r2 fprq r12fpr1q
ż 1
´1
dy
P`pyq
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` λ
(5.5)
and
(5.6) P`pyq “ 1
2``!
d`
dy`
py2 ´ 1q`
is the `-th Legendre polynomial, as follows straightforwardly from the addition
formula [11, Eq. (8.814)]
1
p2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ “
“
8ÿ
`“0
2pi
ż 1
´1
dy
P`pyq
p2 ` q2 ` µ|p||q|y ` λ
ÿ`
M“´`
Y`,M pΩqqY`,M pΩpq .
(5.7)
.
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Simple manipulations [5, Lemma 3.2] show that
(5.8) Ψλ,`rf s > 0 for even ` ,
whereas
Ψλ,`rf s “ ´
8ÿ
j“`
j odd
µjB`,j
ż `8
0
ds sje´λs
ˇˇˇ ż `8
0
drfprq r2`j e´sr2
ˇˇˇ2
,
B`,j :“ 2pi
2` `! j!
ż 1
´1
dy p1´ y2q` d
`
dy`
yj > 0 for odd ` and j ,
(5.9)
whence
(5.10) Ψ0,`rf s 6 Ψλ,`rf s 6 0 for odd ` .
Furthermore, by means of a change of variable and the Fourier transform [5,
Lemma 3.2], one can re-write
(5.11) Ψ0,`rf s “ ´2pi2
ż
R
σ
pmq
` pkq |f 7pkq|2 for odd ` ,
where
(5.12) f 7pkq :“ 1?
2pi
ż
R
dx e´ikxe2xfpexq
and
(5.13) σ
pmq
` pkq :“
1
2
ż 1
´1
dy P`pyq
sinh
`
k arcsin ym`1
˘
cos
`
arcsin ym`1
˘
sinhpkpi2 q
.
The map k ÞÑ σpmq` pkq is smooth, strictly positive, even, vanishing as k Ñ ˘8, and
monotone decreasing for k ą 0. Moreover,
(5.14) σ
pmq
1 pkq ą σpmq3 pkq ą σpmq5 pkq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0
and
(5.15) σ
pm1q
` pkq ą σpm2q` pkq if m1 ă m2 .
Let us conclude this Section by highlighting a useful consequence of the above
analysis.
Lemma 5.1 (Monotonicity of Tλ in m). Let m ą m˚ and λ ą 0. For each
ξ P H1{2´ pR3q the map
m ÞÝÑ xξ, Tλξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
is continuous and strictly monotone increasing.
Proof. Owing to (5.4)-(5.5) the statement to prove is equivalent to the continuity
and the strictly increasing monotonicity of the map
m ÞÝÑ Φλrf s `Ψλ,`rf s
for every ` P N0 and f P L2pR`, r2
?
r2 ` 1 drq. Now, the statement for m ÞÑ Φλrf s
is obvious from the first of (5.5), and the statement for m ÞÑ Ψλ,`rf s follows at
once from the representation (5.9).

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6. Reduction lemmas
In this Section we connect the eigenvalue problem for Hα, when α ă 0, with the
eigenvalue problem for Tλ or also, up to a re-scaling, for T1. Next, we show that
the charges of the eigenfunctions of Hα are of special angular symmetry.
The first main result is the following.
Lemma 6.1. Let m ą m˚, α ă 0, and
(6.1) λ P
´ α2
4pi4
,
α2
4pi4p1´ Λpmq2q
ı
.
The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) g is an eigenfunction of Hα with eigenvalue ´λ.
(ii) g “ uλξ , where ξ P H 12 pR3q is an eigenfunction of Tλ with eigenvalue ´α.
(iii) g “ uλξ , where pξppq “ prξp p?λ q and rξ P H 12 pR3q is an eigenfunction of T1 with
eigenvalue |α|?
λ
.
The idea behind Lemma 6.1 is an old one. That the eigenvalue problem for
the three-body Hamiltonian with contact interaction could be reformulated as the
eigenvalue problem for what we call now the charge operator is a property that
was noticed first by Minlos and Faddeev [26, 25]. By means of a self-adjoint ex-
tension scheme a` la Kre˘ın-Viˇsik-Birman they could reproduce the celebrated Ter-
Martirosyan–Skornyakov equation, that had been identified heuristically a few years
earlier by Ter-Martirosyan and Skornyakov in the study of the bound states for the
three-body system with zero-range interaction [31]. In the present (2+1 fermionic)
case, the Ter-Martirosyan–Skornyakov equation has precisely the form
(6.2) α ξ ` Tλξ “ 0
in the unknown pξ, λq. This equation, even if not derived rigorously, has been
the object of intensive numerical investigation in the physical literature (see, e.g.,
[8]). On the mathematical side, the equivalence (i)ô(ii) of Lemma 6.1 based upon
the characterisation of Hα as a quadratic form was shown in [7, Sec. 5] and more
recently in [18, Sec. III].
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let g “ Fλ`uλξ P DpHαq. The range for possible eigenvalues
´λ of Hα is precisely the one indicated in the statement, as follows from (2.16).
(i)ô(ii). The identity Hαg “ ´λg is equivalent to Fλ ” 0, owing to (2.7), which
in turn is equivalent to Tλξ “ ´αξ, owing to the condition ptms1q in (2.6).
(ii)ô(iii). Let rp :“ p{?λ. One has
{pTλξqppq ` α pξppq “ p2pi2aνp2 ` λ` αq pξppq ` ż
R3
pξpqq
p2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λ dq
“ ?λ p2pi2aνrp 2 ` 1` α?
λ
q prξprpq ` ?λ ż
R3
prξpqqrp 2 ` q2 ` µrp ¨ q ` 1 dq
“ ?λ
´
pyT1rξqprpq ` α?λ prξprpq¯ ,
which completes the proof. 
The same scaling argument used in the proof above allows one to conclude the
following.
Lemma 6.2. Let m ą m˚ and α ă 0. For a constant λ ą 0 and for two functions
ξ, rξ P H 12 pR3q such that prξppq “ pξpp?λq, p P R3, the following conditions are
equivalent.
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(i) xξ, pTλ ` α1qξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
“ 0
(ii) xrξ, T1rξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
“ ε}rξ}2L2pR3q for ε :“ |α|?λ .
Next, we show that the charge ξ of an eigenfunction for Hα, with α ă 0, must
have odd angular symmetry, i.e., ` P t1, 3, 5, . . . u, with respect to the canonical
decomposition (5.1).
Lemma 6.3. Let m ą m˚ and α ă 0, and let g “ uλξ be an eigenfunction of Hα
with eigenvalue ´λ in the admissible spectral window (6.1), as prescribed by Lemma
6.1. Then
ξ P H1{2´ pR3q ”
à
odd `
H
1{2
` pR3q .
Proof. Let us decompose ξ, and hence also rξ, as in (5.3), and then let us ex-
press the expectation xrξ, T1rξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
through the decomposition (5.4)-(5.5). If
ξ P H1{2` pR3q ”
À
even `H
1{2
` pR3q, then (5.5) and (5.8) imply
xrξ, T1rξyL2pR3q “ ÿ
`,M
` even
´
Φ1rf`,M s `Ψ1,`rf`,M s
¯
>
ÿ
`,M
` even
Φ1rf`,M s
> 2pi2
ÿ
`,M
` even
}f`,M }2L2pR`,r2drq “ 2pi2}rξ}2L2pR3q ,
which prevents the equation T1rξ “ εrξ to hold with eigenvalue ε ă 2pi2. Owing to
Lemma 6.1, such ξ cannot be the charge of an eigenfunction of Hα, so the alternative
is necessarily the one stated in the thesis. 
7. Essential spectrum
In this Section we start the proof Theorem 2.3, which will be completed in the
end of Section 8. In particular, here we prove that all the real numbers above an
explicit α-dependent threshold belong to σesspHαq, and in the end of Section 8 we
show that such threshold is precisely the bottom of σesspHαq.
For the latter step we need first to prove the finiteness of the discrete spectrum
below the considered α-dependent threshold, a result that we shall establish in
Section 8. For the former, in order to show that a given real number µ belongs to
σesspHαq, we shall produce a singular sequence [30, Sec. 8.4] for Hα at the value µ.
In fact, the case α > 0 is straightforward as compared to the case α ă 0, let us
discuss it first.
Proposition 7.1. Let m ą m˚ and α > 0. Then σesspHαq “ r0,`8q.
Proof. As well known, σesspHfreeq “ r0,`8q and for an arbitrary µ > 0 it is always
possible to find a sequence pFnqn in H2f pR3 ˆ R3q that is a singular sequence for
Hfree at µ, i.e.,
lim inf
n
}Fn}H ą 0 , Fn á 0 , }pHfree ´ µ1qFn}H Ñ 0 ,
and such that additionally
ş
R3
pFnpp, qqdp “ 0. The “vanishing condition” for Fn
at the coincidence hyperplanes is clearly non-restrictive for the construction of a
singular sequence for Hfree, yet it guarantees that Fn P DpHαq, owing to (2.6).
Thus, for arbitrary λ ą 0,
pHα ´ µ1qFn “ pHα ` λ1qFn ´ pµ` λqFn
“ pHfree ` λ1qFn ´ pµ` λqFn “ pHfree ´ µ1qFn ,
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having used (2.7) in the second step. Therefore }pHα ´ µ1qFn}H Ñ 0 and pFnqn is
also a singular sequence for Hα at µ, i.e., µ P σesspHαq. We proved that r0,`8q Ă
σesspHαq; on the other hand we know from Theorem 2.1, formula (2.11), that
σpHαq Ă r0,`8q. The conclusion is then σesspHαq “ σpHαq “ r0,`8q. 
The case α ă 0 is more subtle. The counterpart to Proposition 7.1 that we shall
prove in this Section is the following.
Proposition 7.2. Let m ą m˚ and α ă 0. Then σesspHαq Ą r´ α24pi4 ,`8q.
For the proof of Proposition 7.2 we need to recall from the previous literature a
few extra technical facts concerning the operator Hα which we did not include in
our outlook in Section 2, and in fact are at the basis of the very construction of Hα
as a self-adjoint extension of H˚ within the Kre˘ın-Viˇsik-Birman extension scheme.
Proposition 7.3 (Space of charges H
´1{2
Wλ
). Let m ą 0 and λ ą 0.
(i) The linear map Wλ : H
´ 12 pR3q Ñ H 12 pR3q defined by
(7.1) {pWλ ξqppq :“ 2pi2a
νp2 ` λ
pξppq ´ 2ż
R3
pξpqq
pp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` λq2 dq
is bounded, positive, invertible, and onto.
(ii) For generic uλξ , u
λ
η P kerpH˚˚ ` λ1q one has
(7.2) xuλξ , uληyH “ xξ,WληyH´ 12 ,H 12
and the above expression defines a scalar product in H´ 12 pR3q which is
equivalent to the standard H´ 12 -scalar product.
(iii) Denoting by H
´1{2
Wλ
the space of the H´ 12 -functions equipped with the scalar
product (7.2), the map
Uλ : kerpH˚˚ ` λ1q –ÝÝÝÑ H´1{2Wλ pR3q , uλξ ÞÝÑ ξ(7.3)
is an isomorphism between Hilbert spaces, with kerpH˚˚`λ1q equipped with
the standard scalar product inherited from H.
The proof of Proposition 7.3 is presented in [21, Sec. 2], [16, Sec. 4.2], and [15,
Sec. 3].
Proposition 7.4 (Birman parametrisation of Hα). Let m ą m˚ and λ ą 0.
(i) The linear operator Aλ,α defined by
DpAλ,αq :“ tξ P H 12 pR3q | pTλ ` α1qξ P H 12 pR3qu
Aλ,α ξ :“ 2W´1λ pTλ ` α1q ξ
(7.4)
is self-adjoint on the Hilbert space H
´1{2
Wλ
introduced in Prop. 7.3(iii).
(ii) One has
(7.5) DpHαq “
"
g “ f ` pHfree ` λ1q´1uλAλ,αξ ` uλξ
ˇˇˇˇ
f P DpH˚q
ξ P DpAλ,αq
*
.
The proof of Proposition 7.3 is presented in [16, Sec. 4.3] and [15, Sections 3-6].
In the notation of formulas (2.6) and (7.5), the regular H2-part of g is the function
Fλ “ f ` pHfree ` λ1q´1uλη with charge η “ Aλ,αξ, and in fact the condition
η “ Aλ,αξ is tantamount as the Ter-Martirosyan-Skornyakov condition ptms1q.
Moreover, from (2.10) and (7.5), and consistently with (2.7),
(7.6) pHα ` λ1qg “ pH˚ ` λ1qf ` uλAλ,αξ .
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Proposition 7.5 (Additional regularity properties of Tλ). Let m ą 0 and λ ą 0.
Then
(7.7) }Tλξ}Hs´1 . }ξ}Hs s P p´ 12 , 32 q
and in addition
(7.8) }Tλξ}Hs´1 . }ξ}Hs @ξ P Hs` pR3q
#
s P r´ 12 , 32 s
` > 1 ,
whereas Tλ fails to map continuously H
3{2
`“0pR3q into H1{2`“0pR3q or H´1{2`“0 pR3q into
H
´3{2
`“0 pR3q.
The proof of Proposition 7.5 is presented in [16, Prop. 3] and [15, Prop. 3].
When α ă 0, a convenient strategy for the choice of a singular sequence for Hα
at some negative value ´λ is described by the following Lemma.
Lemma 7.6. Let m ą m˚ and α ă 0. Assume that a sequence pξnqn in DpAλ,αq,
the domain of the operator (7.4), and a number λ ą 0 are given such that
(a) there exist constants c1, c2 ą 0 such that c1 ă }ξn}
H´
1
2
ă c2 for all n,
(b) xξn,Wλξmy
H´
1
2 ,H
1
2
Ñ 0 as n,mÑ `8 with n ‰ m,
(c) }pTλ ` α1qξn}
H
1
2
Ñ 0 as nÑ `8.
Then the sequence pgnqn in DpHαq defined by
gn :“ pHfree ` λ1q´1uλAλ,αξn ` uλξn
is a singular sequence for Hα at ´λ, and hence ´λ P σesspHαq.
Proof. That gn P DpHαq is clear from (7.5).
From the assumption (a) and Proposition 7.3(ii)-(iii),
lim inf
n
}uλξn}H « lim infn }ξn}H´ 12 ą 0
lim sup
n
}uλξn}H « lim sup
n
}ξn}
H´
1
2
ă `8 .(i)
Moreover,››uλAλ,αξn››2H “ @Aλ,αξn,WλAλ,αξnDH´ 12 ,H 12
“ 4 @W´1λ pTλ ` α1qξn, pTλ ` α1qξnDH´ 12 ,H 12
6 4
››W´1λ ››H 12ÑH´ 12 }pTλ ` α1qξn}2H 12 nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0
(ii)
having used (7.2) in the first step, (7.4) in the second, Proposition 7.3(i) and the
Inverse Mapping Theorem in the third, and assumption (c) in the last. Since, by
continuity,
(iii)
››pHfree ` λ1q´1uλAλ,αξn››H nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0 ,
then from the first of (i) and from (iii) we deduce that
(iv) lim inf
n
}gn}H ą 0 .
Next, from the second of (i), and from the property@
uλξn , u
λ
ξm
D
H “ xξn,WλξmyH´ 12 ,H 12
n,mÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
n‰m 0
that follows from (7.2) and assumption (b), it is a standard exercise to deduce that
uλξn á 0 in H as nÑ `8 ,
which, together with (iii), yields
(v) gn á 0 in H as nÑ `8 .
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Last, from (7.6) and (ii),
}pHα ´ p´λq1qgn}H “
››uλAλ,αξn››H nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÝÑ 0 .(vi)
Owing to the properties (iv), (v), and (vi), the sequence pgnqn is indeed a singular
sequence for Hα at ´λ, and hence ´λ P σesspHαq. 
We can now come to the proof of the main result of this Section.
Proof of Proposition 7.2. In either case µ P r0,`8q and µ P r´ α24pi4 , 0q we prove
that µ P σesspHαq by means of a suitable singular sequence for Hα at µ.
In the case µ P r0,`8q we proceed exactly as in the proof of Proposition 7.1,
thus considering a sequence pFnqn in H2f pR3 ˆR3q, with
ş
R3
pFnpp, qqdp “ 0, that is
a singular sequence for Hfree at µ, and which is therefore also a singular sequence
for Hα at µ.
In the case µ P r´ α24pi4 , 0q we set λ :“ ´µ and we produce a sequence pξnqn
in H
1
2 pR3q with the properties prescribed by Lemma 7.6, thus deducing that µ “
´λ P σesspHαq.
Let r0 > 0 be the unique root of
2pi2
b
νr20 ` λ “ |α|
for the considered λ P p0, α24pi4 s. Correspondingly, let ξn P H1{2`“1pR3q be defined in
polar coordinates p ” |p|Ωp bypξnppq :“ Y1,1pΩpqfnp|p|q
fnprq :“
?
n
r
1rr0` 1n ,r0` 2n s .
The charge ξn is constructed in view of two crucial properties, the relevance of
which will be clear in a moment: the fact that ξn has definite angular symmetry
` “ 1 (any other ` > 1 would do the job, yet not ` “ 0) and the fact that the
sequence pr2f2nqn is an approximate Dirac distribution in L2pR`,drq centred at r0:
r2fnprq2 “ n1rr0` 1n ,r0` 2n s
D1pRqÝÝÝÝÝÑ
nÑ`8 δpr ´ r0q .
Let us check that pξnqn satisfies the properties (a)-(b)-(c) of Lemma 7.6. Since
}ξn}2
H´
1
2 pR3q “
››pr2 ` 1q´ 14 fn››2L2pR`,r2drq
“
ż `8
0
r2fnprq2
pr2 ` 1q 12 dr
nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÝÑ pr20 ` 1q´ 12 ,
then property (a) of Lemma 7.6 is satisfied. Moreover, analogously to (5.4)-(5.5),
xξn,Wλξmy
H´
1
2 ,H
1
2
“ 2pi2
ż `8
0
dr
r2fnprqfmprq?
νr2 ` λ
´ 2pi
ż `8
0
dr
ż `8
0
dr1 r2fnprq r12fmpr1q
ż 1
´1
dy
P`“1pyq
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` λ ;
therefore, when n ‰ m, using the property fnprqfmprq “ 0, one has
?
nm xξn,Wλξmy
H´
1
2 ,H
1
2
“ ´2pinm
ż r0` 2n
r0` 1n
dr
ż r0` 2m
r0` 1m
dr1
ż 1
´1
dy
rr1y
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` λ
n,mÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
pn‰mq
´2pi
ż 1
´1
dy
r20y
2r20 ` µr20y ` λ
,
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whence
xξn,Wλξmy
H´
1
2 ,H
1
2
n,mÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
pn‰mq
0 .
Thus, property (b) of Lemma 7.6 is satisfied.
It remains to check that ξn P DpAλ,αq and property (c) of Lemma 7.6. Owing to
(7.4) and to the fact that ξn P Hs`“1pR3q for any s P R, to prove that ξn P DpAλ,αq
is equivalent to prove that pTλ ` α1qξn P H 12 pR3q, and thus it follows from the
bound (7.8) of Proposition 7.5.
Again in analogy to (5.4)-(5.5),
}pTλ ` α1qξn}2
H
1
2 pR3q “
ż `8
0
dr r2pr2 ` 1q 12
ˇˇˇ
p2pi2
a
νr2 ` λ´ |α|qfnprq `
` 2pi
ż `8
0
dr1 r12fnpr1q
ż 1
´1
dy
P`“1pyq
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` λ
ˇˇˇ2
6 2
ż `8
0
dr pr2 ` 1q 12 ˇˇ2pi2aνr2 ` λ´ |α| ˇˇ2 r2fnprq2
` 2
ż `8
0
dr r2pr2 ` 1q 12
ˇˇˇ
2pi
ż `8
0
dr1 r12fnpr1q
ż 1
´1
dy
y
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` λ
ˇˇˇ2
“: 2 pInq ` 2 pIInq .
Since r2fnprq2 « δpr´ r0q and 2pi2
a
νr20 ` λ “ |α|, then pInq Ñ 0 as nÑ `8. On
the other hand,
n ¨ pIInq “
ż `8
0
dr r2pr2 ` 1q 12
ˇˇˇ
2pin
ż r0` 2n
r0` 1n
dr1 r1
ż 1
´1
dy
y
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` λ
ˇˇˇ2
and
hnprq :“ 2pin
ż r0` 2n
r0` 1n
dr1 r1
ż 1
´1
dy
y
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` λ
nÑ`8ÝÝÝÝÝÑ h8prq :“ 2pir0
ż 1
´1
dy
y
r2 ` r20 ` µrr0y ` λ
“ 2pi
µ
1
r
ˆ
2´ r2`r20`λµr0r ln
r2`r20`λ
µr0r
` 1
r2`r20`λ
µr0r
´ 1
˙
.
Applying the expansion
2´ z ln z ` 1
z ´ 1 “ ´
2
3 pz ´ 1q´2 ` o
`pz ´ 1q´2˘ as z Ñ `8
to z “ r2`r20`λµr0r yields
h8prq „
#
const. ˆ r as r Ó 0
const. ˆ r´3 as r Ñ `8 ,
whence, by dominated convergence,
n ¨ pIInq Ñ 2pi
µ
ż `8
0
dr r2pr2 ` 1q 12 |h8prq|2 ă `8 ,
and also pIInq Ñ 0 as n Ñ `8. Thus, }pTλ ` α1qξn}
H
1
2
Ñ 0 as n Ñ `8, which
completes the proof. 
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8. Finiteness of the discrete spectrum
In this Section we prove Theorem 2.4 and we complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is based on the following simple idea. We know that
the quadratic form of Hα is the sum of the quadratic form of the free Hamiltonian
for the regular part and the quadratic form of the charges, more precisely
pHα ` λ1qrgs “ pHfree ` λ1qrFλs ` 2xξ, pTλ ` α1qξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
for every g “ Fλ ` uλξ P DrHαs. If one proves that for λ “ λ0 :“ α
2
4pi4 the form
of the charges is positive except for a finite-dimensional subspace of the charge
space, then given the one-to-one correspondence ξ Ø uλ0ξ and the positivity of
Hfree one deduces that Hα is bounded from below by ´λ01 but for a residual,
finite-dimensional subspace of its form domain in which the bottom may be even
lower than ´λ0; the residual subspace can then only accommodate a finite number
of linearly independent eigenfunctions. When subsequently we shall prove that
σesspHαq “ r´λ0,`8q, this would allow us to conclude that σdiscpHαq is finite.
The problem is then boiled down to the analysis of the form of the charges
and hence of Tλ as a bounded H
1
2 pR3q Ñ H´ 12 pR3q map. In fact, because of its
angular symmetry, Tλ is also a continuous H
1{2
` pR3q Ñ H´1{2` pR3q map separately
for each sector ` P N0 of definite angular momentum (Proposition 7.5), and since
the only possible eigenfunction of Hα for α ă 0 have charges with odd-` symmetry
(Lemma 6.3) it suffices to consider Tλ acting on the Hilbert sub-space H
s´pR3q “À
odd `H
´1{2
` pR3q.
We shall make use of a convenient decomposition of Tλ, in the same spirit of sim-
ilar decompositions that for a different purpose (the computation of the deficiency
indices of Tλ as an operator on L
2pR3q) were introduced by Minlos and Shermatov
[27] and Minlos [20, 21].
The precise decomposition we exploit here was introduced recently by Yoshitomi
[33], as a clever modification of Minlos’s decomposition [21, Eq. (2.18)-(2.20)] by
means of a suitable localisation in momentum space. In [33] too the goal is to prove
the finiteness of the discrete spectrum, but this is achieved only for sufficiently large
m: in our approach, instead, we are able to control the whole regime m ą m˚.
For λ ą 0 and n P N let 1n and 1cn denote, respectively, the characteristic
function of the ball tp P R3 | |p| 6 nu and of its complement, let
Gpp, qq :“ p2 ` q2 ` µ p ¨ q ,
and let us introduce the maps ξ ÞÑ Rλξ, ξ ÞÑ Lλ,nξ, and ξ ÞÑ Qλ,nξ defined on the
ξ’s in L2pR3q as follows:{pRλξqppq :“ θλppq pξppq(8.1) {pLλ,nξqppq :“ ż
R3
1cnppq1cnpqq
θλppqGpp, qq θλpqq
pξpqqdq(8.2)
{pQλ,nξqppq :“ ż
R3
Qλ,npp, qq pξpqqdq ,(8.3)
where
(8.4) θλppq :“
ba
νp2 ` λ´?λ
and
Qλ,npp, qq :“ λ 1
c
nppq1cnpqq
θλppqGpp, qqpGpp, qq ` λq θλpqq ´
1cnppq1npqq
θλppq pGpp, qq ` λq θλpqq
´ 1nppq1
c
npqq
θλppq pGpp, qq ` λq θλpqq ´
1nppq1npqq
θλppq pGpp, qq ` λq θλpqq .
(8.5)
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It is a straightforward check that in terms of the quantities above one has the
decomposition
(8.6) Tλ “ 2pi2
?
λ1`Rλp2pi21` Lλ,n ´Qλ,nqRλ .
Let us collect relevant properties of the maps Rλ, Lλ,n, and Qλ,n.
Lemma 8.1. For each λ ą 0 and n P N, Qλ,n defines a Hilbert-Schmidt and
self-adjoint operator on L2pR3q.
Proof. We start by proving that Qλ,n is Hilbert-Schmidt. Re-writing (8.5) self-
explanatorily as
Qλ,npp, qq “ λQp1qλ,npp, qq ´Qp2qλ,npp, qq ´Qp3qλ,npp, qq ´Qp4qλ,npp, qq ,
it suffices to show that Qpjqλ,n P L2pR3ˆR3q for j P t1, 2, 3, 4u. In the estimates that
follow we will systematically use the bounds
(*) p1´ µ2 qpp2 ` q2q 6 Gpp, qq 6 p1` µ2 qpp2 ` q2q
and
(**)
1
θ2λpqq
“
a
νq2 ` λ`?λ
νq2
.
For Qp1qλ,n one has
}Qp1qλ,n}2L2pR3ˆR3q “
ĳ
|p|ąn
|q|ąn
dp dq
Gpp, qq2pGpp, qq ` λq2r2λppqr2λpqq
.
ż `8
n
dr
ż `8
n
dr1
p?νr2 ` λ`?λqp?νr12 ` λ`?λq
pr2 ` r12q4
.
ż `8
n
dr
ż `8
n
dr1
r r1
pr2 ` r12q4 .
ż `8
n
dρ ρ´5 ă `8 ,
where we used (*) and (**) and three-dimensional polar coordinates separately in
p, q in the second step, the bound
?
νr2 ` λ ` ?λ . r (valid for r ą n when n is
sufficiently large) in the third step, and finally two-dimensional polar coordinates
pr, sq ” pρ, θq, the positivity of the integrand, and the inclusion
tpr, r1q P R2 | r ą n, r1 ą nu Ă tpρ, θq P r0,`8q ˆ r0, pi2 s Ă R2 | ρ ą nu
in the last step. This proves that Qp1qλ,n belongs to L2pR3 ˆ R3q.
For the kernels Qp2qλ,n, Qp3qλ,n, and Qp4qλ,n it is convenient to observe that the function
K : R2 Ñ R` defined by
Kpr, r1q :“ p
?
νr2 ` λ`?λqp?νr12 ` λ`?λq
pr2 ` r12 ` λ1´µ2 q2
is smooth for positive λ, and by means of (*), (**) and polar coordinates in p and
q one has
}Qpjqλ,n}2L2pR3ˆR3q .
ĳ
Ωj
dr dr1Kpr, r1q j P t2, 3, 4u ,
where
Ω2 :“ tpr, r1q P R2 | r > n, r1 6 nu
Ω3 :“ tpr, r1q P R2 | r 6 n, r1 > nu
Ω4 :“ tpr, r1q P R2 | r 6 n, r1 6 nu .
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Now, ĳ
Ω3
dr dr1Kpr, r1q “
ĳ
Ω2
dr dr1Kpr, r1q .
ż `8
n
dr r´3 ă `8 ,
the first step following from the exchange symmetry r Ø r1, the second step fol-
lowing from the bound Kpr, r1q . r´3 on Ω2, since r1 ranges on the compact set
r0, ns. This proves that Qp2qλ,n and Qp3qλ,n belong to L2pR3ˆR3q. Obviously the same
conclusion holds for Qp4qλ,n, since Ω4 is compact.
Thus, Qλ,n is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. In particular, Qλ,n is bounded, and
it is also symmetric because its kernel is real-valued and symmetric under the
exchange pØ q. Then Qλ,n is self-adjoint. 
Lemma 8.2. For each λ ą 0 and n P N, Lλ,n defines a bounded, positive definite,
self-adjoint operator on L2pR3q. L is reduced with respect to L2pR3q “ L2`pR3q ‘
L2´pR3q and eventually
(8.7) }Lλ,n}L2´pR3qÑL2´pR3q ă 2pi2
for n sufficiently large. In particular, for n sufficiently large the operator 2pi21`Lλ,n
is invertible on L2´pR3q with continuous inverse for n sufficiently large.
Proof. Let us consider the operator L0,n obtained by setting λ “ 0 in the definition
of Lλ,n, that is, L0,n “ ν´ 121cn L1cn, where
zpLξqppq :“ ż
R3
pξpqqa|p|Gpp, qqa|q| dq .
The map ξ ÞÑ Lξ is well studied in the literature (see, e.g., [22, Sec. 4] or [5,
Sec. 3]): with respect to the canonical decomposition (5.1) the operator L is reduced
as
L “
8à
`“0
pL` b 1q ,
namely in components acting non-trivially only on the radial part of L2`pR3q. In
turn, by means of the Mellin transform
ω : L2pR`, r2 drq –ÝÑ L2pR,dρq
pωfqpρq “ 1?
2pi
ż `8
0
r´iρ`
1
2 fprqdr ,
each L` is unitarily equivalent to ωL`ω´1, which is the multiplication operator by
the function
(8.8) λ`pρq :“
$’’’&’’’%
2pi2
ż 1
0
P`pxq
cosh
`
ρ arcsinp xm`1 q
˘
coshppiρ2 q cos
`
arcsinp xm`1 q
˘ dx for even `
´2pi2
ż 1
0
P`pxq
sinh
`
ρ arcsinp xm`1 q
˘
sinhppiρ2 q cos
`
arcsinp xm`1 q
˘ dx for odd ` .
Now, ρ ÞÑ λ`pρq is a smooth, even function vanishing at infinity, and moreover
when ` is even (resp., when ` is odd), it is monotone decreasing (resp., monotone
increasing) for ρ ą 0. Thus, }L`} “ |λ`p0q|. A further simple analysis, exploiting
the definition of P`pxq and the integration by parts in x (see, e.g., [5, Lemma 3.5]),
shows that 0 6 λ`pρq 6 λ`“0pρq for even ` and λ`“1pρq 6 λ`pρq 6 0 for odd `, and
an explicit computation shows that ´λ`“1p0q 6 λ`“0p0q. Therefore,
}L}L2pR3qÑL2pR3q “ }L`“0} “ λ`“0p0q “ 2pi2pm` 1q arcsinp 1m`1 q .
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This proves the boundedness of L on L2pR3q, as well as its reduction with respect
to the sectors of even or of odd angular momenta. From the above-mentioned
properties of λ`pρq one also deduces
}L}L2´pR3qÑL2´pR3q “ }L`“1} “ |λ`“1p0q|
“ 4pipm` 1q`1´ampm` 2q arcsinp 1m`1 q˘
“ 2pi2?ν Λpmq .
Next, let us compare the above norm with that of L0,n. Since
lim
|p|Ñ`8
|p|´ 12 θλppq “ ν 14 ,
then for arbitrary ε, λ ą 0 it is possible to choose n large enough so as›››1cnppq1cnpqq´ ?pθλppq
?
q
θλpqq ´
1?
ν
¯›››
L8pR3ˆR3,dp dqq
6 ε .
Therefore, eventually in n,
}pLλ,n ´ L0,nqξ}L2pR3,dpq “
“
››› ż
R3
dq
pξpqqa|p|Gpp, qqa|q| 1cnppq1cnpqq
´ ?p
θλppq
?
q
θλpqq ´
1?
ν
¯›››
L2pR3,dpq
6 ε }L}L2pR3qÑL2pR3q }ξ}L2pR3q ” rε }ξ}L2pR3q
for arbitrary rε ą 0.
For ξ P L2´pR3q we can then conclude
}Lλ,nξ}L2´pR3q 6 }pLλ,n ´ L0,nqξ}L2pR3q ` }L0,nξ}L2´pR3q
6 rε }ξ}L2´pR3q ` 1?ν }Lξ}L2´pR3q
6 prε` 2pi2Λpmqq}ξ}L2´pR3q
eventually for n large: from the arbitrariness of rε and the property that Λpmq ă 1
for m ą m˚, the bound (8.7) follows.
Without symmetry restriction on ξ, obviously the last estimate above is still true
for every n, now with a constant that depends on n and is not smaller than 2pi2.
This proves the boundedness of Lλ,n on L
2pR3q. Its self-adjointness and positive-
definiteness is then obvious from the fact that Lλ,n has a real, positive, symmetric
kernel. 
Next, let us qualify a convenient Hilbert space in terms of the maps Rλ and
Lλ,n. To this aim, we observe that the map pξ, ηq ÞÑ xξ, ηyH1{2Rλ , where
(8.9) xξ, ηy
H
1{2
Rλ
:“ xRλξ,RληyL2pR3q ,
defines a positive definite inner product in H
1
2 pR3q: indeed,
xξ, ηy
H
1{2
Rλ
“
ż
R3
pξppq pηppq θλppq2dp
and θλppq ą 0 for all p ‰ 0 and θλppq „ xpy 14 for large |p|’s.
As a consequence, the space pH1{2RλpR3q, x¨, ¨yH1{2Rλq defined as the completion of
H
1
2 pR3q with respect to (8.9) is a Hilbert space, and the Bounded Linear Trans-
formation theorem ensures that the H1{2pR3q Ñ L2pR3q isometry ξ ÞÑ Rλξ lifts to
an isomorphism H
1{2
Rλ
pR3q Ñ L2pR3q between Hilbert spaces, which we shall keep
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denoting by Rλ. Moreover, Rλ acting on H
1
2 pR3q as the Fourier multiplier by a ra-
dial function, each component H
1{2
Rλ,`
pR3q of definite angular symmetry is naturally
defined, and with obvious meaning of symbols one has
(8.10) H
1{2
Rλ
pR3q –
8à
`“0
H
1{2
Rλ,`
pR3q – H1{2Rλ,`pR3q ‘H1{2Rλ,´pR3q .
We have the following.
Lemma 8.3. Let λ ą 0.
(i) For sufficiently large n P N,
(8.11) xξ, ηyHλ,n :“ xRλξ, p2pi21` Lλ,nqRληyL2pR3q
defines an equivalent scalar product in H
1{2
Rλ,´pR3q.
(ii) For sufficiently large n P N, let pHλ,n, x¨, ¨yHλ,nq be the Hilbert space coincid-
ing with H
1{2
Rλ,´pR3q as a vector space and equipped with the scalar product
(8.11). Then, the map
Hλ,n –ÝÑ H1{2´ pR3q
ξ ÞÝÑ p2pi2 ` Lλ,nq 12Rλξ
(8.12)
is a Hilbert space isomorphism.
Proof. As argued already, Rλ : H
1{2
Rλ
pR3q Ñ L2pR3q is an isomorphism between
Hilbert spaces. Let n be large enough so as to make the positive definite operator
2pi21` Lλ,n invertible on L2´pR3q with bounded inverse (Lemma 8.2). In this case
(8.11) defines a positive definite inner product in H
1{2
Rλ
pR3q. Moreover,
}ξ}2Hλ,n “ xξ, ξyHλ,n “ }p2pi2 ` Lλ,nq
1
2Rλξ}2L2
« }Rλξ}2L2 “ }ξ}2H1{2Rλ ,
which shows that the scalar products x¨, ¨yHλ,n and x¨, ¨yH1{2Rλ are equivalent. This
proves part (i). Part (ii) is an obvious consequence of (i) and of formula (8.11) in
particular. 
We can now prove Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We know from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3 that if Hαg “ ´Eg for
some non-zero g P DpHαq and some ´E ă ´ α24pi4 , then necessarily g “ uEξ for a
suitable charge ξ P H1{2´ pR3q, the sector with odd angular momenta. For generic
λ ą 0 one can decompose g “ uEξ “ Fλ ` uλξ , the charge ξ being the same, with
the same angular symmetry. This will justify why it will suffice to consider, in due
time, only the elements Fλ ` uλξ P DrHαs with ξ P H1{2´ pR3q. Let us denote such
subspace with DoddrHαs.
Let now n P N be large enough as prescribed by Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3.
Qλ,n is a compact operator on L
2´pR3q (Lemma 8.1), and so is
p2pi2 ` Lλ,nq´ 12Qλ,np2pi2 ` Lλ,nq´ 12
because p2pi2 ` Lλ,nq´ 12 is L2´pR3q-bounded (Lemma 8.2). The Hilbert space iso-
morphism (8.12) then preserves the compactness property and the operator
Zλ,n :“ R´1λ p2pi2 ` Lλ,nq´1Qλ,nRλ
is compact on Hλ,n. Zλ,n is also self-adjoint, because
xξ, Zλ,nηyHλ,n “ xRλξ,Qλ,nRληyL2
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and Qλ,n is self-adjoint on L
2´pR3q.
From the latter identity one also deduces
xξ, p1´ Zλ,nq ηyHλ,n “ xRλξ, p2pi21` Lλ,n ´Qλ,nqRληyL2 .
Specialising the identity above for λ “ α24pi4 , which will be assumed for the rest of
this proof, and combining it with the decomposition (8.6), yields
xξ, pTλ ` α1qξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
“ xξ, p1´ Zλ,nq ξyHλ,n
(recall that α ă 0, thus 2pi2?λ “ ´α).
Now, since Zλ,n is compact and self-adjoint, the space
Xn :“
 
ξ P Hλ,n | xξ, p1´ Zλ,nq ξyHλ,n 6 0
(
has finite dimension. It is then convenient to decompose
Hλ,n “ XKn ‘Hλ,n Xn
and, correspondingly, from (2.14),
DoddrHαs “ Dn` uDn´
Dn` :“ H1f pR3qu tuλξ | ξ P XKn XH 12 pR3qu
Dn´ :“ tuλξ | ξ P Xn XH 12 pR3qu .
By construction, for every Fλ ` uλξ P Dn` one has
pHα ` λ1qrFλ ` uλξ s “ pHfree ` λ1qrFλs ` xξ, pTλ ` α1qξyH 12 ,H´ 12
“ pHfree ` λ1qrFλs ` xξ, p1´ Zλ,nq ξyHλ,n > 0
and dimDn´ ă `8. Thus, Hα is bounded from below by ´ α
2
4pi4 (i.e., ´λ) on Dn` ,
whereas if Dn´ ‰ t0u, then on such finite-dimensional space the form of Hα attains
values that are necessarily below the threshold ´ α24pi4 .
This implies that EHαpp´8,´ α
2
4pi4 qq “ EHαpr´ α
2
4pi4p1´Λpmqq2 ,´ α
2
4pi4 qq is a finite
rank orthogonal projection, where dEHα is the spectral measure associated with
Hα, and then also σpHαq X r´ α24pi4p1´Λpmqq2 ,´ α
2
4pi4 q Ă σdiscpHαq.
In order to complete the proof, we need to use the latter information so as to
complete the identification of σesspHαq, which we are going to do now. 
Proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 – conclusion. When α > 0, Theorem 2.3 is entirely
proved by Proposition 7.1. When α ă 0, we know that
‚ σpHαq Ă r´ α24pi4p1´Λpmqq2 ,`8q (from Theorem 2.1),
‚ σesspHαq Ą r´ α24pi4 ,`8q (from Proposition 7.2),
‚ σesspHαq X r´ α24pi4p1´Λpmqq2 ,´ α
2
4pi4 q “ H (from the first part of the proof of
Theorem 2.4).
Then necessarily
σesspHαq “ r´ α24pi4 ,`8q
σdiscpHαq Ă r´ α24pi4p1´Λpmqq2 ,´ α
2
4pi4 q ,
which proves Theorem 2.3 also for α ă 0. From the first part of the proof of
Theorem 2.4 we then conclude that the whole σdiscpHαq is finite, and this completes
the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
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9. Regimes of absence of bound states
In this Section and in the following one we develop the proof of Theorem 2.5. In
this Section, in particular, we discuss the regimes of absence of bound states in the
discrete spectrum and the two main results are going to be the following.
Proposition 9.1. Let α ă 0. There exists a mass M‹ ą m˚, with M‹ 6 p2.617q´1,
such that when m ą M‹ there are no bound states of Hα below inf σesspHαq whose
eigenfunctions have the charge ξ with angular symmetry ` “ 1.
Proposition 9.2. Let α ă 0. The Hamiltonian Hα has no bound states below
inf σesspHαq whose eigenfunctions have the charge ξ with angular symmetry ` “
3, 5, 7, . . .
Let us present the strategy for proving Propositions 9.1 and 9.2.
Owing to the angular decompositions of Section 5 and the reduction Lemmas
6.1 and 6.2, in order to prove that for chosen α ă 0, m ą m˚, and ` P N0 the
operator Hα does not admit eigenvalues below inf σesspHαq whose eigenfunctions
have the charge ξ with angular symmetry `, it suffices to show that T1 > 2pi21 as
an inequality between symmetric operators on the Hilbert subspace L2`pR3q.
In a sense, it is precisely when investigating the positivity of T1 ´ 2pi21 that the
Minlos-Yoshitomi decomposition (8.6) emerges most naturally, since
zpT1ξqppq ´ 2pi2pξppq “ 2pi2paνp2 ` 1´ 1qpξppq ` ż
R3
pξppq
p2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` 1 dq
“ FR1p2pi21` S1qR1ξ ,
where {pR1ξqppq “ θ1p|p|qpξppq and θ1prq “a?νr2 ` 1´ 1 as in (8.1)/(8.4), and
zpS1ξqppq :“ ż
R3
pξpqq
θ1p|p|qpp2 ` q2 ` µp ¨ q ` 1qθ1p|q|q dq ,
therefore T1 ´ 2pi21 > O on L2`pR3q if
}S1}L2`pR3qÑL2`pR3q ă 2pi2 .
As follows from the angular decomposition (5.3)/(5.7), the latter condition is
equivalent to
(9.1) }Kpmq` }L2pR`,r2drqÑL2pR`,r2drq ă 1 ,
where Kpmq` is the integral operator with kernel
Kpmq` pr, r1q :“
1
pi θ1prqθ1pr1q
ż 1
´1
dy
P`pyq
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` 1
“ 1
piµ rr1θ1prqθ1pr1q φ`
`
r2`r12`1
µrr1
˘
,
(9.2)
where we set for convenience
(9.3) φ`pzq :“
ż 1
´1
dy
P`pyq
y ` z , z ą 1 .
Since r
2`r12`1
µrr1 >
2
µ ą m˚ ` 1, φ`pzq is indeed well defined, and moreover it
satisfies the following properties.
Lemma 9.3.
(i) For every z ą 1,
(9.4) φ1pzq ă φ3pzq ă φ5pzq ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 0 .
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(ii) For odd `’s the function p1,`8q Q z ÞÑ φ`pzq is smooth and strictly mono-
tone increasing, with
(9.5) φ`pzq “ ´
2´`
ş1
´1 dy p1´ y2q`
pz ´ 1q``1 p1` op1qq as z Ñ `8 .
(iii) For odd `’s one has the bounds
|φ`pzq| 6
2´`
ş1
´1 dy p1´ y2q`
pz ´ 1q``1 z ą 1(9.6)
|φ`pzq| 6
C` 2
´` ş1
´1 dy p1´ y2q`
z``1
z ą 1`m˚ ,(9.7)
where
(9.8) C` :“
2` p1`m˚q``1 ş1´1 dy ´P`pyqy`1`m˚ş1
´1 dy p1´ y2q`
.
In particular,
C1 « 2.74 , C3 « 6.07 , etc.
Proof. Let ` P 2N0 ` 1 and z ą 1. Then, following from (5.6) and integration by
parts,
φ`pzq “
ż 1
´1
dy
1
y ` z
´ 1
2``!
d`
dy`
py2 ´ 1q`
¯
“ 1
2`
ż 1
´1
dy
py2 ´ 1q`
py ` zq``1 ă 0 ,
which proves that all quantities in (9.4) are strictly negative. Moreover,
py2 ´ 1q``2
2``2py ` zq``3 ą
py2 ´ 1q`
2`py ` zq``1 ,
because this is equivalent to py2´1q2 ă 4py`zq2 and hence also to py`1q2`2pz´
1q ą 0: this shows that φ``2pzq ą φ`pzq and completes the proof of (9.4). From
the representation
φ`pzq “ ´ 1
2`
ż 1
´1
dy
p1´ y2q`
py ` zq``1
the smoothness and the strictly increasing monotonicity of z ÞÑ φ`pzq are obvious,
and one also deduces
φ`pzq “ ´ 1
2`pz ´ 1q``1
ż 1
´1
dy
p1´ y2q`
p1` y`1z´1 q``1
> ´ 1
2`pz ´ 1q``1
ż 1
´1
dy p1´ y2q`
whence (9.5) and (9.6). Last, we look for a multiple C` of the function
p1,`8q Q z ÞÑ 2
´` ş1
´1 dy p1´ y2q`
z``1
“: g`pzq
such that C` g`pzq > |φ`pzq| in the restricted regime z P r1 `m˚,`8q. Obviously
the optimal C` is determined by the condition C` g`p1`m˚q “ |φ`p1`m˚q|, whence
(9.7) and (9.8). 
Corollary 9.4. One has
(9.9) }Kpmq1 } ą }Kpmq3 } ą }Kpmq5 } ą ¨ ¨ ¨
We shall study the occurrence of condition (9.1) by means of Schur’s test.
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m* 0.382
m0
1
2
3
Figure 1. Numerical solution to the equation Cpmq “ 1 set up in
the proof of Proposition 9.1: the intersection of the function Cpmq
(blue curve) with the reference value (orange line) takes place at
m « 0.382 “ p2.617q´1.
Proof of Proposition 9.1. First we show that there is a m-dependent constant Cpmq
such that
(*)
ż `8
0
dr1 r12 |Kpmq1 pr, r1q|
θ1pr1q
r12
6 Cpmq θ1prq
r2
,
which implies, by Schur’s test and owing to the symmetry of the kernel Kpmq1 pr, r1q,
that }Kpmq1 } ă Cpmq. Since in the present context z “ r
2`r12`1
µrr1 ą 1`m˚, we can
apply formulas (9.7)-(9.8) that yield, for ` “ 1,
|φ1pzq| 6 C1 ¨ 2
3 z2
@z ą 1`m˚ , C1 « 2.74 .
Therefore,ż `8
0
dr1 r12 |Kpmq1 pr, r1q|
θ1pr1q
r12
“ 1
piµ
ż `8
0
dr1
1
rr1θ1prq
ˇˇ
φ1
`
r2`r12`1
µrr1
˘ˇˇ
6 2µC1
3pi
r
θ1prq
ż `8
0
dr1
r1
pr2 ` r12 ` 1q2
“ µC1
3pi
r3
θ1prq2p1` r2q
θ1prq
r2
.
The function p0,`8q Q r ÞÑ Aprq :“ r3θ1prq2p1`r2q attains its maximum at r “
rmax :“
a
´1` 2ν ` 2?1´ ν ` ν2 and
Aprmaxq “ p2
?
ν2´ν`1`2ν´1q3{2
p2?ν2´ν`1`2νq´bνp2?ν2´ν`1`2ν´1q`1´1¯ .
Estimate (*) is thus proved with
Cpmq “ µC1
3pi
Aprmaxq ,
the dependence on m being present both in µ and in Aprmaxq, which are both
continuously and strictly decreasing in m. We calculate (see Fig. 1)
Cpmq “ 1 ô m « p2.617q´1 ,
which shows that there exists a threshold M‹ 6 p2.617q´1 such that when m ą
M‹ one has }Kpmq1 } ă 1 and then the sufficient condition (9.1) for the absence of
eigenvalues is satisfied. 
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Proof of Proposition 9.2. It is enough to prove that }Kpmq3 } ă 1 for all m > m˚
and then to apply Corollary 9.4. To this aim, let us first show that there is a
m-dependent constant Cpmq such that
(*)
ż `8
0
dr1 r12 |Kpmq3 pr, r1q|
θ1pr1q
r1
6 Cpmq θ1prq
r
,
which implies, by Schur’s test and owing to the symmetry of the kernel Kpmq3 pr, r1q,
that }Kpmq3 } ă Cpmq. When ` “ 3 formulas (9.7)-(9.8) yield
|φ3pzq| 6 C3 ¨ 4
35 z4
@z ą 1`m˚ , C3 « 6.07 ,
whenceż `8
0
dr1 r12 |Kpmq3 pr, r1q|
θ1pr1q
r1
“ 1
piµ
ż `8
0
dr1
1
rθ1prq
ˇˇ
φ3
`
r2`r12`1
µrr1
˘ˇˇ
6 4µ
3C3
35pi
r3
θ1prq
ż `8
0
dr1
r14
pr2 ` r12 ` 1q4
“ µ
3C3
280
r4
θ1prq2pr2 ` 1q 32
θ1prq
r
.
The function p0,`8q Q r ÞÑ Aprq :“ r4
θ1prq2pr2`1q3{2 attains its maximum at r “
rmax :“
b
3
2
?
9ν2 ´ 4ν ` 4 ` 92ν ´ 1 and
Aprmaxq “
?
2
27 p3?9ν2´4ν`4`9ν´2q2
p?9ν2´4ν`4`3νq3{2´b18ν2`p6?9ν2´4ν`4´4qν`4´2¯ .
Therefore, estimate (*) is proved with
Cpmq “ C3
280
µ3Aprmaxq ,
the dependence on m being present both in µ and in Aprmaxq, which are both
continuously and strictly decreasing in m. Thus, upon evaluating when m “ m˚
the constants µ « 1.86, ν « 0.13, rmax « 1.57, and Aprmaxq « 6.22, we find
Cpm˚q « 0.87 and we conclude that
}Kpmq3 } ă Cpmq 6 Cpm˚q ă 1 ,
which completes the proof. 
10. Existence of eigenvalues
In this Section we discuss the existence of eigenvalues for Hα and complete the
proof Theorem 2.5. Only the case α ă 0 is relevant, for we know already from
Theorem 2.3 that σdiscpHαq is empty when α > 0.
In this regime a variational argument provides a manageable condition on the
charge operator T1 which is sufficient for the existence of eigenvalues below the
bottom of the essential spectrum.
Lemma 10.1 (Variational Lemma). Let m ą m˚ and α ă 0. Assume that there
exists rξ˝ P H 12 pR3q such that
(10.1) ε˝ :“
xrξ˝, T1rξ˝y
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
}rξ˝}2L2 P
“
2pi2
a
1´ Λpmq2, 2pi2˘ .
Then Hα admits a negative eigenvalue E˝ with
(10.2) E˝ P
”
´ α
2
4pi4p1´ Λpmq2q ,´
α2
ε2˝
ı
.
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Proof. Let λ˝ :“ α2{ε2˝ and pξ˝ppq :“ prξ˝pp{?λ˝q. Then uλ˝ξ˝ P DrHαs and
Hαruλ˝ξ˝ s “ ´λ˝ }uλ˝ξ˝ }2L2pR3ˆR3q ` 2xξ˝, pTλ˝ ` α1qξ˝yH 12 pR3q,H´ 12 pR3q ,
as follows from (2.14). Moreover, owing to Lemma 6.2,
0 “ xrξ˝, T1rξ˝y
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
´ ε˝}rξ˝}2L2 “ xξ˝, pTλ˝ ` α1qξ˝yH 12 ,H´ 12 .
Thus,
Hαruλ˝ξ˝ s
}uλ˝ξ˝ }2L2
“ ´λ˝ P
”
´ α
2
4pi4p1´ Λpmq2q ,´
α2
4pi4
¯
,
implying that there exists a normalised element g˝ :“ uλ˝ξ˝ {}uλ˝ξ˝ }L2 in DrHαs such
that Hαrg˝s “ ´λ˝ ă inf σesspHαq. Then, by the min-max principle, there exists
an eigenvalue E˝ of Hα below ´λ˝ and (10.2) follows. 
For the proof of Theorem 2.5 we shall apply the above variational argument to
the angular sector ` “ 1 for T1. Our choice of the trial function is inspired by the
discussion presented in [18] (see Fig. 7 therein).
We consider trial functions ξ‹ of the form
(10.3) pξ‹ppq :“ f‹p|p|qY1,apΩpq
for some f‹ P L2pR`, r2
?
r2 ` 1drq and some a P t´1, 0, 1u, where we used polar
coordinates p ” |p|Ωp and Y1,a is the corresponding spherical harmonic in the ` “ 1
sector. By means of (5.4)-(5.5) we compute
xξ‹,T1 ξ‹y
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
“ Φ0rf‹s `Ψ0,1rf‹s
“ 2pi2
ż `8
0
dr r2
a
νr2 ` 1 |f‹prq|2
` 2pi
ż `8
0
dr
ż `8
0
dr1 f‹prq f‹pr1q
ż 1
´1
dy
r2 r12 y
r2 ` r12 ` µrr1y ` 1 .
(10.4)
We observe the following.
Lemma 10.2. If the function f‹ chosen in (10.3) does not depend on m, then the
map
m ÞÑ Bpmq :“
xξ‹, T1 ξ‹y
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
}ξ‹}2L2
defined by (10.4) is continuous and strictly monotone increasing in m.
Proof. Since ξ‹ is independent ofm, it suffices to consider the mapm ÞÑ xξ‹, T1 ξ‹y
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
,
in which case the statement follows at once from Lemma 5.1, keeping into account
that ξ‹ P H1{2`“1pR3q. 
We then make the following choice:
(10.5) f‹prq :“ e
´br2
r lnpr ` aq , a “ 1.2 , b “ 0.05 .
With this choice, the solution to the equation Bpmq “ 2pi2 is unique, owing to
Lemma 10.2, and is given by m “ m‹, where
(10.6) m‹ « p8.587q´1 pBpm‹q “ 2pi2 q
(see Figure 2). Based again on Lemma 10.2, we conclude that Bpmq ă 2pi2 for
m P pm˚,m‹q. Thus, in such a regime of masses, the quantity
xξ, T1ξy
H
1
2 ,H´
1
2
}ξ}2L2pR3q
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Figure 2. Plot of the function m ÞÑ Bpmq2pi2 defined by (10.4) with
the choice (10.5) (blue curve) and intersection at m “ m‹ with the
threshold value 1 (orange line).
can be made strictly smaller than 2pi2 for suitable ξ’s. Lemma 10.1 then allows us to
conclude that in the considered range of masses the operator Hα admits eigenvalues
below the bottom of the essential spectrum.
Remark 10.3. The mass window pm˚,m‹q that we could cover with the reason-
ing above is numerically the same, and in fact slightly larger, than the interval
pm˚,m˚˚q in which bound states of Hα for α ă 0 were already believed to exist,
as indicated by the numerical evidence of [18]. Here the threshold m˚˚ « p8.62q´1
is defined as follows. One can see [6, Appendix A] that for m ą 0 and s P r0, 1s the
integral equation
(10.7) pi
b
mpm`2q
pm`1q2 `
ż 1
´1
dy y
ż `8
0
dr
rs
r2 ` 1` 2m`1ry
“ 0
defines a continuous and monotone increasing function s ÞÑ mpsq with mp0q “
m˚ « p13.607q´1 given by Λpm˚q “ 1 in (2.5) and mp1q “ m˚˚ « p8.62q´1. The
exact implicit formula defining m˚˚ is therefore
(10.8) pi
b
mpm`2q
pm`1q2 `
ż 1
´1
dy y
ż `8
0
dr
r
r2 ` 1` 2m`1ry
“ 0 .
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The form of the eigenfunctions is proved in Lemma 6.1. The
absence of eigenstates with charge of definite angular symmetry is proved in Lemma
6.3 for even `’s, and in Proposition 9.2 for ` “ 3, 5, 7, . . . This establishes part (i) of
the Theorem. The existence of eigenstates with charge of angular symmetry ` “ 1
and sufficiently small masses, including the identification of the threshold m‹, is
covered by the variational argument of this Section. The absence of eigenstates
with charge of angular symmetry ` “ 1 and sufficiently large masses, including the
identification of the threshold M‹, is proved in Proposition 9.1. This establishes
also part (ii) and (iii) of the Theorem. 
11. Monotonicity of eigenvalues
In this Section we prove Theorem 2.6.
To this aim, let us slightly enrich our notation so as to include explicitly the
mass dependence. With self-explanatory meaning we shall then use the symbols
H
pmq
α , T
pmq
λ , T
pmq
λ,` , and u
λ
ξ,m.
Moreover, at any fixed m ą m˚ we shall enumerate in increasing order, counting
the multiplicity, the (finitely many, owing to Theorem 2.5) eigenvalues of H
pmq
α
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below inf σesspHpmqα q as
´λ1pmq 6 ´λ2pmq ¨ ¨ ¨ 6 ´λNmpmq ă ´ α
2
4pi4
,
where Nm ă `8 is their total number.
We first establish the following useful property.
Lemma 11.1. For given N P N, λ1, . . . , λN ą 0, ξ1, . . . ξN P H 12 pR3q, and m ą 0
(the λj’s and the ξj’s being not necessarily all distinct), assume that the functions
uλ1ξ1,m, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uλNξN ,m are mutually orthogonal and hence
dim span
 
uλ1ξ1,m, ¨ ¨ ¨ , uλNξN ,m
( “ N .
Let m1 ą 0 such that |m´m1|m1pm`1q ă 1. Then
dim span
 
uλ1ξ1,m1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , uλNξN ,m1
( “ N .
Proof. Clearly, dim span
 z
uλ1ξ1,m, . . . ,
{
uλNξN ,m
( “ N by unitarity of the Fourier trans-
form in L2f pR3ˆR3q, and the thesis is equivalent to dim span
 {
uλ1ξ1,m1 , . . . ,
{
uλNξN ,m1
( “
N . Let the map
A : span
 z
uλ1ξ1,m, . . . ,
{
uλNξN ,m
( ÝÑ span {uλ1ξ1,m1 , . . . , {uλNξN ,m1(
be defined by
A
z
u
λj
ξj ,m
:“ {uλjξj ,m1 j P t1, . . . , Nu
and extended by linearity. Writing µ1 “ 2m1`1 (and µ “ 2m`1 ) one has{
u
λj
ξj ,m1pp, qq “ 1` pµ´ µ1q
p ¨ q
p2 ` q2 ` µ1p ¨ q ` λj
z
u
λj
ξj ,m
pp, qq ,
as follows directly from (2.4). Thus,
pA´ 1qzuλjξj ,m “ pµ´ µ1q p ¨ qp2 ` q2 ` µ1p ¨ q ` λj zuλjξj ,m
and obviously
ˇˇ pµ´µ1q p¨q
p2`q2`µ1p¨q`λj
ˇˇ
6 |µ´µ
1|
2´µ1 , whence also››pA´ 1qzuλjξj ,m››H 6 |µ´ µ1|2´ µ1 ››zuλjξj ,m››H
uniformly in p, q, j. It is straightforward to see that the latter inequality implies
}A´ 1} 6 |µ´ µ
1|
2´ µ1 “
|m´m1|
m1pm` 1q .
Indeed, with the compact notation
ej :“ zuλjξj ,m L}zuλjξj ,m››H j P t1, . . . , Nu ,
one sees that for a generic element
řN
j“1 cjej (cj P C) in the span of te1, . . . , enu
one has
}pA´ 1qřNj“1 cjej}2H “ Nÿ
j,k“1
cj ckxpA´ 1qej , pA´ 1qekyH
6
` |m´m1|
m1pm`1q
˘2 řN
j,k“1 |cj | |ck| 6
` |m´m1|
m1pm`1q
˘2 řN
j“1 |cj |2 ,
whence the conclusion. Last, since by assumption |m´m
1|
m1pm`1q ă 1, then the map A “
1` pA´ 1q is invertible, implying at once that dim span {uλ1ξ1,m1 , . . . , {uλNξN ,m1( “ N ,
which concludes the proof. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let us proceed inductively, fixing two masses m1,m2 ą m˚,
with m1 ă m2, and assuming non-restrictively that such masses are sufficiently
close, in the quantitative sense |m2´m1|m1pm2`1q ă 1.
First, we prove that the lowest eigenvalue of H
pmq
α is strictly monotone increasing
with m in the sense that if both Hamiltonians H
pm1q
α and H
pm2q
α have non-empty
discrete spectrum, then ´λ1pm1q ă ´λ1pm2q.
Owing to Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3, an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue
´λ1pm2q has necessarily the form (of a multiple of) uλ1pm2qξ,m2 for some ξ P H1{2´ pR3q,
and
pHpm2qα ` λ1pm2q1q
“
u
λ1pm2q
ξ,m2
‰ “ xξ, pT pm2qλ1pm2q ` α1qξyH 12 ,H´ 12 “ 0 .
On the other hand, forming the function u
λ1pm2q
ξ,m1
P DrHpm1qα s, one has
pHpm1qα ` λ1pm2q1q
“
u
λ1pm2q
ξ,m1
‰ “ xξ, pT pm1qλ1pm2q ` α1qξyH 12 ,H´ 12
ă xξ, pT pm2qλ1pm2q ` α1qξyH 12 ,H´ 12 “ 0 ,
where the first step follows from formula (2.14) for the evaluation of the quadratic
form of H
pm1q
α , and the inequality in the second step follows from the monotonicity
Lemma 5.1. Therefore,
H
pm1q
α
“
u
λ1pm2q
ξ,m1
‰››uλ1pm2qξ,m1 ››2H ă ´λ1pm2q ,
whence the existence of an eigenvalue of H
pm1q
α strictly below ´λ1pm2q, and then
the conclusion ´λ1pm1q ă ´λ1pm2q.
Next, by induction, let us assume that for the first k eigenvalues (counting the
multiplicity) of H
pm2q
α one has ´λjpm1q ă ´λjpm2q for any j P t1, . . . , ku and let
us further assume that k ă Nm2 , that is, Hpm2qα admits one further pk ` 1q-th
eigenvalue ´λk`1pm2q. Let us denote the corresponding eigenfunctions with
u
λ1pm2q
ξ1,m2
, . . . , u
λkpm2q
ξk,m2
, u
λk`1pm2q
ξk`1,m2
for some charges ξ1, . . . , ξk, ξk`1 P H1{2´ pR3q, assuming that such eigenfunctions are
chosen so as to be mutually orthogonal, which is always possible also in case of
degeneracy. Since in addition |m2´m1|m1pm2`1q ă 1, then we can apply Lemma 11.1 and
deduce that the functions
u
λ1pm2q
ξ1,m1
, . . . , u
λk`1pm2q
ξk`1,m1
are linearly independent too. On each such function one has
pHpm1qα ` λjpm2q1q
“
u
λjpm2q
ξj ,m1
‰ “ xξj , pT pm1qλjpm2q ` α1qξjyH 12 ,H´ 12
ă xξj , pT pm2qλjpm2q ` α1qξjyH 12 ,H´ 12
“ pHpm2qα ` λjpm2q1q
“
u
λjpm2q
ξj ,m2
‰ “ 0 j P t1, . . . , k ` 1u
having used again (2.14) in the first step and third step, and Lemma 5.1 in the sec-
ond step. This shows that there exists a pk`1q-dimensional subspace of DrHpm1qα s,
the space spanned by u
λ1pm2q
ξ1,m1
, . . . , u
λk`1pm2q
ξk`1,m1 , on the elements of which the nor-
malised expectations of H
pm1q
α are strictly below ´λk`1pm2q, i.e., the largest among
all the ´λjpm2q’s. This implies that Hpm1qα admits at least k`1 eigenvalues strictly
below ´λk`1pm2q, and in particular ´λk`1pm1q ă ´λk`1pm2q.
By induction, the proof is then completed. 
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